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Absolute extreme ultraviolet yield from femtosecond-laser-excited Xe clusters
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Large Xe clusters~105– 106 atoms per cluster! have been irradiated with ultrashort~50 fs! and high-intensity
(;231018 W/cm2) pulses from a Ti:sapphire multi-TW laser at 800 nm wavelength. Scaling and absolute
yield measurements of extreme ultraviolet~EUV! emission in a wavelength range between 7 and 15 nm in
combination with cluster target characterization have been used for yield optimization. Maximum emission as
a function of the backing pressure and a spatial emission anisotropy covering a factor of two at optimized
yields is discussed with a simple model of the source geometry and EUV-radiation absorption. Circularly
polarized laser light instead of linear polarization results in a factor of 2.5 higher emission in the 11 to 15 nm
wavelength range. This indicates the initial influence of optical-field ionization for the interaction parameter
range used and contrasts to collisional heating that seems to influence preferentially higher ionization. Absolute
emission efficiency at 13.4 nm of up to 0.5% in 2p sr and 2.2% bandwidth has been obtained.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.64.036404 PACS number~s!: 52.50.Jm, 36.40.Vz
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction of high-intensive laser radiation with ‘‘va
der Waals’’ clusters has received increased attention in
recent past, especially because they may be capable of
ducing sufficient flux in the EUV region for key technologie
and intriguing applications, such as extreme ultravio
~EUV! lithography, spectroscopy, and microscopy@1–3#.
Due to the near solid density of a single cluster object t
consists of several hundred, up to millions of atoms, in
nanometer-sized volume and a gaseous average atomic
sity of a cluster ensemble within the extension of
micrometer-sized laser focus, an attractive combination
different properties results. Because the disassemble tim
laser heated ‘‘van der Waals’’ clusters is on a picoseco
time scale, an effective high-intensity laser interaction is
ticipated during pulse widths similar or shorter as this ch
acteristic time scale. Meeting this condition, high-laser
sorption efficiency could be demonstrated@4#, which leads to
large energy deposition in the target. Therefore, a lot of w
was devoted to study laser-cluster interaction phenom
which give significant emission of short wavelength light
the spectral range of the EUV region@5# up to hard x rays
@6#. Moreover, energetic ions from exploding clusters@7,8#
have been analyzed and attributed to different excita
mechanisms@5,9#.

Furthermore, laser-driven cluster targets are debris f
which is a significant problem for solid-state targets prov
ing efficient emission in the whole EUV and x-ray range a
predominant feature. This constraint is more severe if on
high-pulse repetition rate can provide a sufficient photon fl
for the applications. Thus, atomic clusters from heavy r
gases are interesting candidates to meet a required high
and x-ray brightness from a debris-free source. The adva
in ultrafast laser technology are paving the way to comp
high-repetition and high-intensity drivers for short wav
lengths laboratory sources, which has to include ongoing
search on suitable target systems.
1063-651X/2001/64~3!/036404~8!/$20.00 64 0364
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In this paper, we direct our view to the spectral regi
between 7 and 15 nm emitted by Xe clusters that is curre
under intensive investigation as a highly attractive wa
length region for future lithographic systems@10–12#, serv-
ing as a key technology for the fabrication of microchi
with structure sizes smaller than 0.1mm @13#.

We have used a 50 fs multi-TW Ti:sapphire system a
driver for ultrafast laser excitation of Xe clusters. Phot
yields have been measured in absolute terms in a range
tween 10 and 15 nm that provides the basis for compari
to other experiments where different laser parameters,
the wavelength~248 nm@14#! were used. First, we describ
our experimental setup and measurements for cluster s
Varying these measures, we have optimized the photon y
in different spectral regions that was to our knowledge
done so far. In the following, we discuss the results in co
text to cluster excitation or heating models. Furthermore,
include data obtained with different laser polarization in t
process of EUV-yield optimization.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup in the target chamber is show
Fig. 1. The experiments have been carried out with 50
laser pulses at 800 nm center wavelength from a 10 Hz
etition rate multi-TW Ti:sapphire laser@15# at Max-Born-
Institute. We used a 4 TW~200 mJ! beam of 60 mm in
diameter, which was delivered via evacuated tubes from
vacuum compressor chamber to the interaction chamber.
beam is focused with anf /2 off-axis parabolic mirror having
a focal length of 155 mm. The focus size was determined
imaging the attenuated beam onto a normal video 8
charge-coupled device~CCD!-camera. With a beam wais
w055 mm and the estimated energy content in a spot o
d52w0 diameter an interaction intensity of;2
31018W/cm2 was inferred. This intensity level was verifie
under comparable conditions in single-atom ionization
periments@16#.
©2001 The American Physical Society04-1
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The Xe-cluster target was formed by expanding the
from pressures up to 55 bar and a temperature ofT0
5300 K through the hypersonic conical nozzle with a co
angle 2u57°, throat diameter of 400mm, and an 8 mm-long
conical section. For target optimization and system synch
nization, the cluster beam is pulsed by an electromagn
valve for every 3 sec with a pulse duration of 5 ms, whi
keeps the background pressure before each gas pulse
1026 mbar level. The laser focus is placed approximatel
mm below the orifice of the nozzle and the laser-beam a
crosses the cluster beam at a right angle.

Soft x-ray spectra were measured with two transmiss
spectrometers and one flat-field grazing incidence spectr
eter allowing us the simultaneous registration of x-ray em
sion at different angles relative to the incident laser-be
axis. One transmission grating spectrometer~TGS, on-axis!
is looking at the target along the laser beam in axial direct
~grating 2000 lines/mm, resolutionl/Dl560 at 13 nm! cov-
ering the spectral region 5–20 nm. At 45° to the laser-be
axis, a second transmission grating spectrometer! is installed
~grating 10 000 l/mm, resolutionl/Dl5300 at 13 nm, com-
parable to those described in@17#!, which is absolute cali-
brated~TGSac, off axis! in the wavelength range between 1
and 15 nm at the synchrotron facility BESSY II~Phys-
ikalisch Technische Bundesanstalt beamline!. In both cases,
the spectra are registered with back-illuminated thinn
5123512-pixel CCD x-ray cameras~photometrics, scientific
instruments!. Optical light is blocked with 200 nm Zr filters
We integrated the spectra over nine laser shots for quan
tive analysis although it was also possible to monitor
x-ray emission on each shot. A third flat-field grazing in

FIG. 1. Experimental setup at the vacuum interaction cham
including the Xe-cluster jet target: PM, photomultiplier coupled
an optical fiber for scattered light detection using the 400 nm d
nostic beam; TGS, transmission grating spectrograph~on axis,
which refers to the incident laser beam axis!; TGSac, absolute cali-
brated transmission grating spectrograph~off axis!; PGS, plane~flat
field! grating spectrograph with MCP, microchannel plate detec
03640
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dence EUV spectrograph with a varied spacing grating~av-
erage spacing 700 l/mm, resolutionl/Dl5300 at 13 nm!
was used at the same angle as the TGSac acting in a si
shot mode for qualitative comparison of the EUV emissi
within target and laser-beam alignment. Here, the detec
system is realized with a multichannel plate-phosphor
screen combination, which is read out with an optical sen
tive CCD camera.

III. CLUSTER SIZE CHARACTERIZATION

The clusters in the beam were formed by supersonic
expansion through a pulsed conical nozzle into a vacu
that can be characterized by the condensation scaling pa
eterG* of Hagena and Obert@18,19#. It was shown that with
G* .53104, one can expect large cluster formatio
(.104 atoms/cluster). With our geometry~jet throat diam-
eter 400mm, jet expansion half angleu53.5°! and an initial
gas temperature ofT5300 K for Xe already at 5 bar a pa
rameterG* >105 results~see, e.g.,@20#!. Employing Hage-
na’s formula from @19# and the concept of equivalen
nozzles, a value of'23106 atoms/cluster at 5 bar is de
rived.

Because the actual values may be influenced by fur
specifics@19# that are not included in Hagena’s formulas, t
presence of clusters in the gas jet was analyzed with a R
leigh scattering technique@21#. The Rayleigh scattering cros
section is proportional tol4 and thus the cluster gas jet wa
probed by a doubled-laser frequency 2v0(400 nm) beam
having a pulse energy of 100mJ and a pulse width of 200 ps
The beam diameter was 1.5 mm. In order to reduce the b
ground of unwanted scattered light, the entrance and the
windows of the chamber, which are passed by the diagno
beam, are mounted with two additional tubes at a distanc
2 m from the gas jet. Scattered light from the clusters w
collected with a 2.5 mm diameter aperture of a glass fi
cable looking at 90° with respect to the diagnostic beam a
The scattered photons were registered with a photomultip
tube ~Hamamatsu R928! and additionally for some backing
pressures in absolute terms using a cooled CCD camera
known quantum efficiency. In order to exclude shot-to-sh
laser energy fluctuation the~scattered light!/~incident laser
light! relation was measured. Figure 2 shows the scatte

er

-

r.

FIG. 2. Rayleigh scattered signals~S! from growing Xe clusters
in dependence from the backing pressure (p), fit curve isS}p1.9.
4-2
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ABSOLUTE EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET YIELD FROM . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 036404
light signal as a function of backing pressure. Scattered
nals above the noise level were observed starting from 5
and increasing nonlinearly with backing pressure. In so
work where nozzles with large expansion angles have b
applied, the observed scattered signalsSscaled with backing
pressurep0 asS}p0

3 @22#. Our measurements between 5 a
55 bar indicate that the scattered signal scales with bac
pressure as;p0

1.9 that gives an exponent somewhat low
than in @23#. This deviation prompted us to compare pr
dicted values by Hagena’s formula with an absolute clus
size determination.

In general, one meets several difficulties in order to acc
all parameters that determine the absolute size of the sca
ing signal~see, e.g., Bellet al. @24# and @25,26#!. We deter-
mined at some backing pressures, scattered photon num
in absolute terms. The decrease of the average density
nozzle flow@19# was used, which gives the number of atom
in the scattering volume if its appropriate size is take
Therefore, our estimations are subjected to relatively la
uncertainties. A quantitative estimation of the cluster s
based on scattered photon numbers and assuming 100%
densation into clusters gives about (2 – 6)3106 atoms/cluster
at 20 bar backing pressure. With a linear relation betw
cluster number and backing pressure@5#, we calculate on the
basis of our measured dependence of the scattered sigS
}p0

1.9 cluster sizes of (3 – 10)3105 atoms at 5 bar and o
(2 – 8)3106 atoms at 50 bar.

An optical thick target is one prerequisite for good las
light absorption and efficient ionization for short wav
lengths emission of desired ionic species. The absorption
havior was determined by a measurement of the laser en
transmitted through the target as a function of the back
pressure. However, this method implies a low level of sc
tering and reflection of the high-intensity laser beam. Sev
works @4,14,27–29# have relied on this. Zweiback, Ditmire
and Perry@29# measured for targets containing large clust
~up to 63105 atoms/cluster! that the scattered intensity i
different directions, as well as forward and backscatter
negligible and below 1% of the total incident light. Ther
fore, the transmitted energy of the driving laser through
cluster target can be related to the absorption character
In the case of our measurement, we also make use of
detector of the on-axis spectrograph. Because the entr
pinhole ~50 mm diameter! of the spectrograph is aligne
along the laser beam axis, some laser light penetra
through the 200 nm Zr filter~few percent transmission at 80
nm! and diffracted by the pinhole can be detected on
CCD in the surrounding of the zero order of the grati
spectrometer. This illuminated area is clearly distinguisha
from the EUV-spectral traces and can be used to deriv
signal that scales linearly with the laser light signal, hav
passed the target and impinges to the entrance of the s
trograph. The laser light transmission curve in Fig. 3, o
tained in such a way, shows that the cluster target can re
form a dense object for powerful optical femtosecond la
pulses@4,26# and already at low pressures, a sharp decre
in the transmission is evident. The drop in transmission
discussed above, is mainly due to enhanced laser light
sorption because back and side scattering seems not t
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predominant@29#. The obtained characteristics will be re
lated to the EUV-emission results that are discussed in
next paragraph. The visible small maximum between 10
25 bar in the transmission curve was reproducible and pr
ably not a bare valve characteristic. Its origin was not inv
tigated further because no special x-ray signal variation
been found in relation to it.

IV. EUV YIELD IN DEPENDENCE FROM TARGET
CHARACTERISTICS

In Fig. 4, we depict spectra from the on-axis spectrome
obtained with different backing pressures. Three broadb
emission peaks were observed in the 1 to 16 nm wavelen
range. The emission between 10.5 and 16 nm is well kno
from literature@30–32#. Four emission peaks were observ
in this region that come from Xe91 to Xe111 ions. Most of
the intensive EUV emission occurs at certain xenon
stages and relates generally to transitions from resona
levels to the ground state of the respective ion. The emiss
region from 6 to 9 nm~138 to 206 eV! has been observed i

FIG. 3. Measured transmission of the 50 fs, 800 nm Ti:sapph
laser, focused at;231018 W/cm2 in to the Xe-cluster target in
dependence from Xe backing pressure.

FIG. 4. Spectra at 3, 7.5, and 35 bar Xe backing pressure
istered with the on-axis TGS and marks of emission line bands f
different Xe ion stages. Emission between 1 and 2 nm is not sh
for low-pressure values because of an apparent optical backgr
signal ~see Fig. 3 and explanation in the text!.
4-3
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S. TER-AVETISYAN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 036404
some spectral measurements@33,34#, but it was not ad-
dressed in further discussions. Taking into account tha
typical relation between the energy of main contributi
resonance states and the ionization energy is;1/2 @35#, Xe
~XV–XVII ! and higher ion stages can have strong contri
tions in this emission region. Between 6 and 7 nm the
corded signal decreases due to the transmission characte
of the Zr filter. Strong emission in the 1 to 2 nm waveleng
region ~Xe XXVII –Xe XXX ! @36,37# was also observed~see
Fig. 4! but not investigated further in this paper.

A strong influence of the backing pressure and rela
target characteristics on the shape of the spectrum is alr
visible in Fig. 4. We investigated this behavior in more det
and put a typical collection of spectra into Fig. 5. The f
line represents the signal from the on-axis TGS~6–14 nm!
and the dotted one from the 45° off-axis TGSac~10–14 nm!
which is absolutely calibrated in this range. With the help
a special cross-calibration experiment, where both spectr
eters looked at the same angle to the radiating plasma ob
we can infer absolute photon numbers also from the sec
TGS. The signals below 10 nm refer to a relative scale
Fig. 5.

Starting from 1 bar, we found an optimum pressure

FIG. 5. On-axis~solid line! and off-axis ~dotted line! spectra
with absolute photon numbers~right axis! for wavelengths above 10
nm at relevant Xe backing pressures.~On-axis spectra have bee
scaled down for better comparison.! Values below 10 nm~dashed
division line! refer to the relative intensity scale~left axis!.
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maximized emission around 11 and 13 nm. The maxim
yield in on-axis emission was registered at 3 bar and tha
45° off-axis direction at 15 bar backing pressure. A furth
pressure increase leads to a continuous drop of the 11 t
nm emission band up to a vanishing signal in on-axis dir
tion, while in off-axis direction, this spectral signal kee
visible at a 3–4 times reduced level. On the other hand
observed a continuous increase of the 6–9 nm band w
increasing pressure up to 35 bar and a slightly followi
decrease up to 55 bar pressure. This part of spectra was
measured with the lower dispersive TGS in the on-axis
rection because we paid more comparative attention to th
nm region in this series of experiments.

For intense laser-pulse interaction with gaseous targ
containing large atomic clusters, a formation of high-dens
plasma ‘‘balls’’ is anticipated, which leads to an efficie
laser energy absorption~cf. Fig. 3!. Furthermore, in analogy
to plasmas produced from solid-state targets, high-ioniza
states can be produced via collisions before expansion d
sembles the small plasma cluster ball. After expansion,
properties of our plasma will be similar to a low-densi
plasma. In the case of our relevant cluster sizes, hydro
namic expansion is predominant and the cluster expan
time tex is approximately@5#

tex'r c@mi /~ZkTe!#
1/2~nc /ns!

1/3, ~1!

wherer c , nc is the initial cluster radius and density, respe
tively, ns is the surrounding average gas density,kTe is the
cluster electron temperature, andZ is the average charge pe
ion with a massmi in the cluster. In the case of a Xe clust
with a 40 nm diameter~;106 atoms/cluster! and heated to an
initial electron temperature ofkTe51000 eV @38#, one ob-
tains an expansion time of;6 ps. In general, one can con
clude that increased cluster size increases the laser ligh
sorption because the ions in the cluster hold together fo
longer time and favoring, thus, the energy-transfer proces
that act efficiently at high electron and ion densities. At
ready low pressures with the onset of cluster formation
sharp decrease in the transmission of the heating laser b
through the cluster target occurs as visible in Fig. 3. This
well with growing cluster size as it is manifested in Fig.
from the Rayleigh scattering experiments.

The collection of our spectra in Fig. 5 shows the emiss
characteristics of our target as a function of the backing p
sure. Qualitative changes in the spectra are observed
both our spectrometers, the on-axis and off-axis one. But
pressure ranges where maximum and minimum emission
cur are different. In the case of the on-axis spectrometer,
emission signal between 11 and 13 nm is very low at pr
sures above 30 bar. In contrast to lower pressures, the m
mum on-axis signal is 2–3 times higher compared to
maximum signal from the off-axis spectrometer. Althou
we cannot give a detailed solution on this question, we w
to make some arguments and simple calculations that c
count for this differing behavior.

Our gas-cluster target has an extension of approxima
1.4 mm ~orifice diameter!. Inside we produce the heate
plasma emission source. If we relay the focusing conditio
4-4
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ABSOLUTE EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET YIELD FROM . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 036404
~confocal length 2pw0
2/l, diameter 2w0! to the extensions

of the produced plasma object, the spectrometers look to
object, which has probably a much shorter~10–20 times!
transverse dimension compared to its main axis~[laser axis!
~similar to source pictures in@14#!. Because the observatio
solid angles of the spectrometers are large enough,
would not expect different signals due to the detection
ometry.

Registered signals may be influenced if absorption com
significantly into play. Based on Hagena’s scaling la
@18,19# we estimate a concentration drop of Xe to a 1% le
in the target region compared to the stagnation cham
Thus, high backing pressures~50 bar! give average atom
densities of xenon, which relate to already short absorp
length. At 50 bar and photon energies of 95 to 115 eV~10.8
to 13 nm! the absorption length amounts to 30–40mm, at
177 eV~7 nm! the absorption length is 800mm @39#.

Different registered signals may result if the radiati
passes different lengths of the absorbing medium. In our
get, such a situation may occur if the radiation emitti
plasma object is not placed in the center of the ambient c
ter gas. Miura,et al. @14# showed with a series of sourc
images how an ultrafast laser~100 fs pulselength, KiF-laser
focal intensity 831017W cm2! forms a plasma in an ex
tended Xe-cluster gas plume as a function of the back
pressure. At higher backing pressures, the laser absorpti
stronger in the first part of the cluster gas plume that shor
the length of the plasma and moves it out of the center of
plume. Because our laser and cluster gas parameters ar
far from Miura’s ones we set up a simple source model t
is based qualitatively on the experimental findings of Miu
We regard only a one-dimensional plasma column in a
mm diameter cluster gas plume. From@14#, an exponential
decrease of the plasma source length versus backing pre
and a respective source movement is approximated. At v
low-backing pressures, a centered position of the plasma
umn is given. In view of the laser propagation, the plas
start point is kept at a fixed position whereas the end poin
the plasma column moves closer to the start with increas
density and cluster size. Our detection geometry is schem
cally depicted in the inset of Fig. 6. The signal of the plas
source is scaled linearly with the average atom density
the absorption@39# of the ambient cluster gas is calculated
dependence of the viewing angle of each source point.
cause of inadequate knowledge of the EUV absorption in
ionized plasma, it is set to zero. In Fig. 6, we depict t
registered emission at 13.4 nm versus backing pressure
gether with a function plot of our simple target model. Bo
curves are fitted together in dependence of one paramete
the signal height and one for the source extension. From
6, it is visible that the general behavior of signal increase
decrease can be reflected with the simple model, which
course cannot account for all the details of the experime

V. EUV YIELD IN DEPENDENCE ON LASER
POLARIZATION

Several experiments~@e.g., @4,8#! have revealed that col
lisional processes can play an important role for cluster h
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ing resulting in the release of highly energetic ions up
MeV energies and hard x-ray emission. Therefore, it is
interest to what extent collisional heating of the electrons
inverse bremsstrahlung and stimulated Raman scattering@5#
influence the ion species being responsible for the E
emission looked at in this paper.

Before collisional heating of the laser plasma can occ
an initial ionization of the system has to take place. Optic
field ionization is the relevant process if high-intens
(.1015W/cm2) ultrashort laser pulses are applied. For o
focal intensity;231018W/cm2 it is obvious that ionization
rates@40# from Xe to XeXII are several orders of magnitud
higher than an estimated maximum collisional ionization r
from Xe X to Xe XII that is in a range of 109– 1010s21 @41#.
Indeed, the laser intensity applied here is capable to prod
ions up to XeXXVI . Therefore, it is worthwhile to think
about a change of the laser parameters in such a way tha
laser field and the following tunneling process directly infl
ence the spectrum of the initially ionized electrons. This c
be done by changing the laser polarization from linear
circular @42#. The experiment may show whether this chan
is visible or ‘‘washed out’’ by following collisions.

From theoretical considerations, however, EUV spec
generated with linearly and elliptically polarized laser lig
should show a significant difference due to resulting hig
energies of electrons field ionized with circularly polariz
light @43–45#. Up to now, experiments have verified th
mechanism in low-density gas targets@43,44#, where other
heating mechanisms are ineffective. Contrary to this, in c
of high-density gas jets or in cluster targets the initial fie
ionization is thought to be followed by further collisiona
processes that in turn modify the ionic state distribution. F
thermore, defocusing arises from a refractive index grad
that is caused by an ionization variation across the beam@44#
and that makes the picture more complicated. Becaus
these difficulties, no conclusions could be drawn how sen
tive the polarization influences the ionization of a large X
cluster target and the related EUV yield. Therefore, we p
ceed with a polarization-dependent excitation experim
that was not reported so far for Xe clusters.

FIG. 6. Registered on-axis~closed square! and off-axis~open
square! emission data at 13.4 nm in comparison to a compu
signal ~solid line–on axis, dotted line–off axis! on the basis of a
simple geometric target model that is supported by the experime
findings of @14# ~details, see text!; inset shows detection geometr
4-5
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S. TER-AVETISYAN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 036404
Circularly polarized laser light was produced by inserti
a l/4 plate in the beam. An obvious difference in the em
sion yield using the two different polarization states was
tected with the off-axis spectrometer as depicted in Fig. 6
the whole range of relevant Xe backing pressures, the e
sion around 13.4 nm is about two times higher if circula
instead of linearly polarized light is used. At 10 bar the ra
is about three times. The same feature was registered fo
10–15 nm emission band in off-axis direction.

In Fig. 8, emission data at 13.4, 11.4, and 7.5 nm from
on-axis spectrometer are collected. At 11.4 and 13.4 nm th
is still some enhancement with the circular polarization v
ible, but it is only a factor between 1.1 and 1.2 at peak sig
Once more, similar to the discussion concerning Figs. 5
6, the peak signal level detected with the on-axis spectr
eter is up to 2–3 times higher compared to the pressure
timized value for the off-axis one. From our experimen
findings, we can thus conclude that the emission signatur
the 10 to 15 nm wavelength region is not totally determin
by collisional processes. The influence of the initial fie
ionization is visible and a change in laser polarization can
used for EUV-yield optimization. In off-axis emission dire
tion, possible features may be also concealed by absorp
in the plasma regarding the signals at 11 and 13.4 nm.~For
simplicity, this has been excluded in the simple target mo
discussed above, but it may be a too crude assumption
explaining all the data.! At 7.5 nm, the absorption in the
ambient gas is much weaker and the emission is observe
to maximum pressure in off-axis direction~on axis, the spec-
trometer cuts at 10 nm!. The 7.5 nm signal in Fig. 8~c! shows
no clear dependence from polarization. Here, the emissio
already carried by higher Xe-ionization stages, which su
probably a stronger influence by collisional processes, wh
‘‘washes out’’ the initial ionization imprint. Collisional exci
tation of higher ionization stages becomes important a
initial ionization due to high-energy electrons~the rate coef-
ficients for collisional ionization becomes higher with i
creasing electron temperature@41#!. Very recently, Kumarap-
panet al. @46# found that theKa emission in the keV range
from Ar clusters does not vary with the laser polarizatio
which would support the observed trend by us. We would
attribute the signal variation in Fig. 8~c! to simple data fluc-
tuation covering a range of about 20%, but its origin rema
unrevealed in this paper. With increasing pressure and gr
ing cluster size, collisions favor the production of high
ionized states, and thus, the emission center of gravity ca
shifted to a shorter wavelength. This effect could not be
tected conclusively in our limited wavelength range of o
servation and possible indications may be covered by E
absorption as discussed above.

VI. CONVERSION EFFICIENCIES AND COMPARISON TO
OTHER LASER-DRIVEN Xe SOURCES

Within a 2.2% bandwidth centered at 13.4 nm, a wa
length band where Mo:Si multilayer mirrors with highe
reflectivity ~;70%! can be provided, the total integrated o
axis flux in relation to the incident laser energy~conversion
efficiency! is shown in Fig. 7. Here, we extrapolated th
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emission in 2p sr solid angle using the observation angle
0.05 msr of the off-axis spectrometer. Averaging the off-a
~Fig. 7! and on-axis~Fig. 8! data, we can infer a maximum
laser light into EUV-emission conversion efficiency~CE! of

FIG. 7. Conversion efficiency at 13.4 nm related to record
off-axis EUV emission and incident laser energyEL at different Xe
backing pressure when linearly (EL5180 mJ) and circularly (EL

575 mJ) polarized 800 nm laser light is used for excitation. Cha
in laser energy was due to operational reasons. In this range it
not change the conversion efficiency at constant polarization.

FIG. 8. Observed on-axis conversion efficiency for 13.4 n
11.4 nm, and relative intensity for 7.5 nm from Xe-cluster targets
different laser polarizations~cf. Fig. 6!.
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0.5% in 2p sr solid angle. At around 11.4 nm in respect
Mo:Be multilayer mirrors with highest reflectivity, the C
amounts to 2% in in 2p sr solid angle~cf. Fig. 5!. Moreover,
in the wavelength region from 10 to 15 nm, a CE up to 7.5
in 2p sr has been achieved. Our data exceed the conver
efficiencies obtained in experiments where Xe cluster targ
were irradiated by KrF laser pulses with 100 fs pulse len
@14#. Conversion efficiencies of 1.1% in 2p sr at 11
60.27 nm and up to 7% in 2p sr in the region from 5 to 20
nm. have been reported. Some applications~e.g., lithogra-
phy! require continuous or quasicontinuous-high-repetit
rate-illumination where the single temporal pulse width do
not and only the average power does matter. Therefore,
important to compare with conversion efficiencies if oth
Xe aggregations~e.g., liquid! in a different laser interaction
parameter regime~ns-laser pulses! are studied. Our CE a
13.4 nm is very similar to the related value given
Tichenor et al. @47# who has found for ns-irradiated X
cluster/microdroplet-targets~cf. comment in@48#! a CE of
about 0.7% in 2p sr and 2.2% bandwidth~BW!. In contrast,
for a Xe jet-target irradiated by YAG laser pulses of 10
duration CE’s were reported@49# of 0.6% in 2p sr and 0.2%
in 2p sr at 11.4 nm~1% BW! and 13.4 nm~2% BW!, re-
spectively.

VII. SUMMARY

Large Xe clusters~105– 106 atoms per cluster! have been
exposed with ultrashort~50 fs! and high intensity (224)
31018W/cm2 pulses from a Ti:sapphire laser. Scaling a
absolute yield measurements of EUV emission in a wa
-

d

d
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re

ys

es
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03640
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length range between 7 and 15 nm in combination with cl
ter target characterization demonstrate the role of clu
size, average density, and target configuration for yield o
mization. Maximum emission in the 11 to 13 nm emissi
band has been found with backing pressures between 5
15 bar. The registered anisotropy of on-axis and off-a
emission suggests an important influence of the source s
ion distribution, and radiation absorption within the ambie
cluster gas. A simple model of a possible source geom
can explain main features of the observed signals. With
laser parameters used here Xe91,...,Xe111 ions are produced
via optical-field ionization and are probably not essentia
covered by further collisions. Therefore, the use of circula
polarized laser light results in the enhancement of the ra
tion signals in comparison to linearly polarized light. An a
solute emission efficiency up to 0.5% in 2p sr at about 13.4
nm wavelength and 2.2% bandwidth shows the attractive
plication potential of this source. Based on available la
technology, further technical and application requireme
can be chosen for a suitable Xe-target system for bright E
radiation.
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